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Thus upwards of six millions of dollars were withdrawn from the business of the Country by the bank of the United States in the course of two months. This of itself must have produced a pressure on the money market, affecting all commercial transactions. But the curtailment in the bank accommodations of the community was much larger. The policy adopted by the bank of the United States compelled the State banks to take the same course in self defence and the bank of the United States appears to have resorted to the expedient of drawing from the State banks the balances due in specie and to have hoarded up the article in its own vaults.
In August, 1S3S, that bank had in specie	$10, 023, 677. 38
In   September   	    10, 207, 649. 20
In   October   	    10, 663, 441. 51
Showing an increase of specie in two months	         639, 764.13
This sum it is believed was chiefly drawn from the state banks. To fortify themselves those banks were compelled to cull upon their debtors and curtail their accommodations; and so large a proportion of these calls are always paid in their own notes that to obtain $100,000 in specie they are probably obliged to call for four or five times that amount. To replace the specie taken from them by the bank of the U. States and to provide for their own safety the State banks, therefore, must have curtailed from two to three millions of dollars. On the whole it is a fair estimate that the collections from the community, during those two months, without any corresponding return, did not fall much short of nine millions of dollars. As might have been expected complaints of a pressure upon the money market were heard from every quarter. The balances due from the State banks had, during the same time, increased from $368,-969.98 to $2,288,573.19 and, from, the uncertain policy of the bank, it was apprehended they might suddenly be called for in specie. The State banks, so far from being able to relieve the community, found themselves under the necessity of providing for their own safety.
A very large proportion of the collections of the bank in August and September were in Philadelphia, New York and Boston. In August and September
the curtailment in  Philadelphia was	   $195,548.69
Increase  of public  deposits	     646,846.80
Actual collections by the bank		$842,395.49
Increase of public deposits in New York	$1, 396, 597.24
Deduct increase of loans		     331,295.38
Actual collections of the bank		1,065,301.86	>
Curtailment in Boston was	     717,264.45	.;,
Increase of public deposits	       48,069.88
Actual collections of the bank	     765,334.33       765,334.33
Total collections in the three cities		$2,673,031.68
It will be perceived that it was solely thro' the increase of the public de-posits that, the bank raised balances against the State banks in New York, and. was placed in a situation to take from them at its pleasure large sums in specie. And when it is considered that those curtailments and collections of the bank of the United States necessarily compelled the State banks to curtail also we shall be at no loss to perceive the cause of the pressure which existed in the commercial cities about the end of the month of September. It was impossible

